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Full Faddeev-type alulations are performed for
11
Be breakup on proton target at 38.4, 100,
and 200 MeV/u inident energies. The onvergene of the multiple sattering expansion is inves-
tigated. The results are ompared with those of other frameworks like Distorted Wave Impulse
Approximation that are based on an inomplete and trunated multiple sattering expansion.
PACS numbers: 24.50.+g
I. INTRODUCTION
Interest in quasi free breakup of a Halo nuleus stems
mainly from the struture information about the wave
funtion of the struk valene neutron. Qualitatively, the
quasi free sattering is a proess [1, 2℄ in whih a partile
knoks a nuleon out of the nuleus (A) and no further
strong interation ours between the (An−1) nuleus and
the two outgoing partiles.
Assuming that the nuleus (A) an be well desribed by
an inert (An−1) ore and a valene neutron, this reation
an be studied using the few-body Faddeev or equivalent
Alt, Grassberger, and Sandhas (AGS) sattering frame-
work [3, 4, 5℄ whih an be viewed as a multiple sattering
series in terms of the transition amplitudes for eah inter-
ating pair. Both equations are onsistent with the or-
responding Shrödinger equation and therefore provide
an exat desription of the quantum three-body problem
but are more suitable for the numerial solution. The
Faddeev equations are formulated for the omponents of
the wave funtion, while the AGS equations are integral
equations for the transition operators that lead more di-
retly to the sattering observables.
Traditionally this reation has been analysed using the
Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation (DWIA) satter-
ing framework [6℄. In this approah one assumes that the
inoming partile ollides with the struk nuleon as if it
was free, and therefore the ross setion for the quasi
free sattering is given by the produt of the transition
amplitude between the two olliding partiles modulated
by the wave funtion of the nuleon inside the nuleus.
Furthermore the relative motion of the partiles in the en-
trane and exit hannels is desribed by distorted waves.
This approximation leads, in eah order, to an inomplete
and trunated multiple sattering expansion.
In order to obtain aurate information about the wave
funtion, one needs to investigate the eet of higher or-
der resattering between the two oliding partiles and
the (An−1) nuleus in the alulated knokout observ-
ables. In addition, the ontribution of the negleted
terms in eah order needs to be assessed. This is the
aim of the present work.
We onsider here the quasi free sattering of the A
nuleus by a proton target leading to the breakup rea-
tion p(A, An−1n)p. We take as an example the breakup
of
11
Be halo into a proton target at 38.4, 100, and 200
MeV/u.
Reently the elasti sattering of
11
Be from a proton
target was analysed using the Faddeev/AGS multiple
sattering approah [7℄. Its was shown that even at in-
termediate energies of 200 MeV/u one needs to take into
aount 3rd order multiple sattering ontributions that
are not inluded in the Glauber sattering framework [8℄.
In this work we briey review the Faddeev/AGS mul-
tiple sattering framework in setion II. In setion III
we sumarize the DWIA formalism and identify the terms
of the orresponding multiple sattering expansion. In
setion IV we show the alulated vefold breakup ross
setion using the Faddeev/AGS equations and ompare
with the results of the DWIA type.
II. THE FADDEEV/AGS EQUATIONS
In this setion, for ompleteness we briey desribe
the Faddeev/AGS multiple sattering framework whih
treats all open hannels in the same footing. Let us
onsider 3 partiles (1,2,3) interating by means of two-
body potentials. In this setion we use the odd man out
notation appropriate for 3-body problems whih means,
for example, that the interation between the pair (2,3)
is denoted as v1. We assume that the system is non-
relativisti and we write its total Hamiltonian as
H = H0 +
∑
γ
vγ , (1)
with the kineti energy operator H0 and the interation
vγ for the pair γ. The Hamiltonian an be rewritten as
H = Hα + V
α , (2)
where Hα is the Hamiltonian for hannel α
Hα = H0 + vα , (3)
2and V α represents the sum of interations external to
partition α
V α =
∑
γ 6=α
vγ . (4)
The α = 0 partition orresponds to three free partiles
in the ontinuum where V 0 is the sum of all pair inter-
ations. The total transition amplitude whih desribes
the sattering from the initial state α to the nal state β
is given in the post form (see Refs. [5, 7℄ for a derivation)
T βα+ = V
β +
∑
γ 6=α
T βγ+ G0tγ (5)
with the transition amplitude
tγ = vγ + vγG0tγ (6)
and the free resolvent
G0 = (E + i0−H0)
−1, (7)
where E is total energy of the three-partile system.
Equivalently in the prior form we write
T βα− = V
α +
∑
γ 6=β
tγG0T
γα
− . (8)
One then denes the operators Uβα whih are equivalent
to the transition amplitudes on the energy shell, suh
that
Uβα = δ¯βαG
−1
α + T
βα
+
= δ¯βαG
−1
β + T
βα
− , (9)
where δ¯βα = 1− δβα. From Eqs. (5-8)
Uβα = δ¯βαG
−1
0 +
∑
γ
UβγG0tγ δ¯γα , (10)
or
Uβα = δ¯βαG
−1
0 +
∑
γ
δ¯βγtγG0U
γα . (11)
These are the well known three-body AGS equations [4℄
whih for breakup (β = 0 in the nal state) beome
U0α = G−10 +
∑
γ
tγG0U
γα, (12)
where Uγα is obtained from the solution of Eq. (11) with
α, β, γ = (1, 2, 3). The sattering amplitudes are the ma-
trix elements of Uβα alulated between initial and nal
states that are eigenstates of the orresponding hannel
Hamiltonian Hα (Hβ) with the same energy eigenvalue.
For elasti sattering and transfer those states are made
up by the bound state wave funtion for pair α(β) times a
relative plane wave between partile α (β) and pair α (β).
For breakup the nal state is a produt of two plane
+
FIG. 1: Single sattering diagrams for breakup in the Faddeev
sattering framework.
waves orresponding to the relative motion of three free
partiles that may be expressed in any of the relative Ja-
obi variables. In the latter ase the ontribution of the
G−10 term is zero.
The solution of the Faddeev/AGS equations an be
found by iteration leading to
U0α =
∑
γ
tγ δ¯γα +
∑
γ
tγ
∑
ξ
G0δ¯γξtξ δ¯ξα
+
∑
γ
tγ
∑
ξ
G0δ¯γξtξ
∑
η
G0δ¯ξηtη δ¯ηα
+ · · · , (13)
where the series is summed up by the Padé method [9℄.
The suessive terms of this series an be onsidered
as rst order (single sattering), seond order (double
sattering) and so on in the transition operators. The
breakup series up to third order is represented diagra-
matially in Figs. 1 - 3 where the upper partile is taken
as partile 1 sattering from the bound state of the pair
(23).
In our alulations Eqs. (11 - 13) are solved exatly
after partial wave deomposition and disretization of all
momentum variables. Sine, in addition to the nulear in-
teration between all three pairs, we inlude the Coulomb
interation between the proton and
10
Be, we follow the
tehnial developments implemented in Refs. [10, 11℄ for
proton-deuteron and α-deuteron elasti sattering and
breakup that were also used in Ref. [7℄ to study p-
11
Be
elasti sattering. The treatment of the Coulomb intera-
tion in the framework of three-body Faddeev/AGS equa-
tions is based on the method of sreening of the Coulomb
interation plus renormalization [10, 11℄; it leads to fully
onverged results for the on-shell elasti, transfer and
breakup observables that are independent of the hoie
of sreening radius used in the alulations, as long as
it is suiently large (R ≥ 10 fm for the observables
onsidered in the present work).
III. THE DWIA/PWIA
Let us onsider the reation A(a, ab)B where an ini-
dent partile a knoks out a nuleon or a bound lus-
ter b in the target nuleus A resulting in three partiles
(a, b, B) in the nal state. This reation has been ana-
lyzed within the DWIA as desribed for example in the
3+ +
FIG. 2: Double sattering diagrams for breakup in the Fad-
deev sattering framework.
+ +
+ +
+ +
FIG. 3: Triple sattering diagrams for breakup in the Faddeev
sattering framework.
work of Chant and Roos [6℄. This is an approximate for-
malism and its validity in the appliation to radioative
beam studies needs to be assessed. In the work of ref-
erene [6℄ it is assumed that the projetile struks the
ejeted partile freely and that the transition amplitude
is given by
TAB = 〈η
(−)
Bab|tab|φBbη
(+)
aA 〉, (14)
where φBb is the (Bb) bound state wave funtion, and
η
(+)
aA and η
(−)
Bab desribe the relative motion of the partiles
in the entrane and exit hannels, respetively, negleting
the interation Vab. Therefore in the entrane hannel
η
(+)
aA satises
(TaA + VaA − Vab − ǫaA)η
(+)
aA = 0, (15)
where ǫaA is the relative kineti energy and TaA the rel-
ative kineti energy operator. In standard DWIA alu-
lations one takes VaA − Vab ∼ VaB(~raA). For the exit
hannel one assumes as a good approximation to write
the 3-body wave funtion η
(−)
Bab as a fatorized produt
η
(−)
Bab ∼ η
(−)
aB η
(−)
bB , (16)
where
(TaB + VaB − ǫaB)η
(+)
aB = 0, (17)
and
(TbB + VbB − ǫbB)η
(+)
bB = 0. (18)
The potentials VaB and VbB are taken to be the optial
potentials whih desribe the a+B and b+B sattering
at energies ǫaB and ǫbB respetively. Therefore one writes
TAB ∼ 〈η
(−)
aB η
(−)
bB |tab|φBbη
(+)
aA 〉. (19)
If we now introdue plane waves in the exit hannel
TAB∼〈χaBχbB|(1+taBG0)(1+tbBG0)tab|φBbη
(+)
aA 〉,(20)
we then obtain the trunated multiple sattering series
tab + taBG0tab + tbBG0tab + taBG0tbBG0tab. (21)
The rst order term is the single sattering represented
diagramatially in Fig. 4. This is the only term retained
in Plane Wave Impulse Approximation (PWIA) alu-
lations. The seond and third order terms in Eq. (21)
represented in Fig. 5 are due to distortion in the exit
hannel. The relative importane of these terms to the
sattering an be assessed by performing Faddeev multi-
ple sattering alulations.
The distortion in the entrane hannel is more diult
to bridge with few-body alulations. In order to esti-
mate this distortion in the ase of a light emited partile
one ould say for instane, that
η
(+)
aA ∼ (1 +G0taB)χaA. (22)
This leads to additional multiple sattering ontributions
tabG0taB + taBG0tabG0taB + tbBG0tabG0taB +O(t
4).
(23)
These terms are represented in Fig. 6. We note that the
distortion on the entrane and exit hannels ontribute
to a trunated and inomplete multiple sattering series
at eah order.
We onentrate on the study of the multiple satter-
ing expansion. In addition, we want to investigate if the
single sattering term beomes the dominant ontribu-
tion as the energy inreases. It was shown in the work of
Chant and Roos [6℄ that, ontrary to what is expeted,
the DWIA results do not onverge to the PWIA results
as the projetile energy inreases. The importane of
inluding the distortion in omparison with the full Fad-
deev multiple sattering series is also estimated in the
present work. We refer as DWIA-full a multiple sat-
tering alulation that inludes the multiple sattering
terms in Eqs. (21) and (23). The alulations based on
these equations follow exatly the same proedure as ex-
plained before for the solution of the Faddeev/AGS equa-
tions (11) through (13), both in terms of initial and nal
states as well as treatment of Coulomb, so that one may
obtain a onsistent omparison between dierent terms
in the multiple sattering representation of DWIA and
Faddeev/AGS amplitudes.
We note that further approximations are usually made
in standard appliations of the DWIA when evaluating
the transition amplitude, namely:
4FIG. 4: Single sattering diagram in the DWIA sattering
framework.
+
FIG. 5: Diagrams due to the distortion in the exit hannel in
the DWIA sattering framework.
• The potential approximation in the entrane han-
nel VaA − Vab ∼ VaB(~raA).
• The fatorization approximation, whih is only ex-
at in PWIA.
• On-shell approximation of the transition ampli-
tude.
We refer to this as DWIA-standard. An attempt to esti-
mate the eet of suh approximations was done for ex-
ample in the work of Ref. [12℄ for (p,2p) reations. The
Faddeev alulations and the DWIA-full do not make use
of suh approximations in the summation of the multiple
sattering expansion, and therefore we are not address-
ing here the validity of suh approximations whih are re-
sponsible for additional shortomings of DWIA-standard
vis-a-vis the exat alulations.
IV. RESULTS
We now proeed to solve Faddeev/AGS equations (11
- 13) and to alulate the observables for the proton-
11
Be breakup. As mentioned above the treatment of the
Coulomb interation, as well as the alulational teh-
nique, is taken over from Refs. [10, 11℄.
First we desribe the pair interations p-n, p-
10
Be and
n-
10
Be. For p-n we take the realisti nuleon-nuleon CD
Bonn potential [13℄. The interation between the valene
neutron and the
10
Be ore is assumed to be L-dependent
+ +
FIG. 6: Diagrams due to the distortion in the inoming han-
nel in the DWIA sattering framework.
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Cross setion for the breakup
11
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Cross setion for the breakup
11
Be(p,pn) at 100 MeV.
as desribed in [7℄. For the potential between the proton
and
10
Be ore we use a phemenologial optial model
with parameters taken from the Watson global optial
potential parametrization [7, 15℄. The energy dependent
parameters of the optial potential are taken at the pro-
ton laboratory energy of the p-
11
Be reation in inverse
kinematis.
In the solution of the Faddeev equations we inlude n-
p partial waves up to relative total angular momentum
ℓnp ≤ 8, n-
10
Be up to ℓ ≤ 3, and p-10Be up to L ≤ 10.
Three-body total angular momentum is inluded up to
100.
As a rst result we show in Figs. 79 the vefold dif-
ferential breakup ross setion d5σ/dΩ1dΩ2dS versus the
arlength S at Elab/A = 38.4 MeV, 100 MeV, and 200
MeV respetively. The kinematial ongurations are
haraterized by the polar and azimuthal angles (θi, φi)
of the two deteted partiles labeled 1 and 2 in Fig. 10.
We assume those partiles to be the
10
Be ore (1) and
the neutron (2). We take three quasi free sattering
ongurations: (onf 1) with (θ1, φ1) = (0
◦, 0◦) and
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Cross setion for the breakup
11
Be(p,pn) at 200 MeV.
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FIG. 10: (Color online) Kinemati angles for breakup.
(θ2, φ2) = (45
◦, 180◦); (onf 2) with (θ1, φ1) = (0
◦, 0◦)
and (θ2, φ2) = (30
◦, 180◦); (onf 3) with (θ1, φ1) =
(0◦, 0◦) and (θ2, φ2) = (15
◦, 180◦). The arlength S
is related to the energies Ei of the two deteted par-
tiles in the standard way [14℄ as S =
∫ S
0
dS with
dS = (dE21 + dE
2
2)
1/2
. In eah onguration, the solid
lines represent the full multiple sattering (MS) results
obtained from the solution of Faddeev/AGS equations.
The single sattering approximation (SS) represented by
the dashed lines is alulated taking into aount the pro-
ton sattering from the struk nuleon and the satter-
ing from the valene ore as represented by diagrams in
Fig. 1. As follows from Fig. 7 the SS aproximation over-
estimates the exat result in any onguration at 38.4
MeV/u. At 200 MeV/u, the SS already provides a good
representation of the full alulation in the ase of onf
1, but inreasingly overestimates MS in onf 2 or onf 3
where the neutron is emitted at smaller angles. Thus,
ontrary to what is predited by Chant and Roos [6℄, if
the neutron is not deteted at very forward angles, the
single sattering approahes the full alulation as the
beam energy is inreased. The double sattering (DS)
approximation, represented by the irles, and alulated
taking into aount the diagrams of Figs. 1 and 2, re-
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FIG. 11: (Color online) Cross setion for the breakup
11
Be(p,pn) at 38.4 MeV.
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FIG. 12: (Color online) Cross setion for the breakup
11
Be(p,pn) at 100 MeV.
produes well the full alulation at 200 MeV/u energy.
Therefore the Faddeev/AGS multiple sattering series for
breakup has onverged at seond order level at this en-
ergy.
Now we ompare Faddeev/AGS and DWIA-full results
for the breakup observables. We begin by analyzing
the single sattering term in Figs. 1113. The breakup
ross setion alulated taking into aount both proton-
neutron and proton-ore ontributions is represented by
the solid line. The irles orrespond to the PWIA, i.e.,
without the proton-ore sattering ontribution. At 38.4
MeV/u this ontribution is very small in the ongura-
tions 1 and 2, but is sizable when the neutron is emmited
in the forward region. Therefore, even at the single sat-
tering level, alulations beome innaurate in some on-
gurations at low energies. At high energies the proton-
ore sattering ontribution is negligible in all ongura-
tions.
Sine, as shown in Figs. 79, the DS results are very
lose to the full MS results, we ompare next in Figs. 14
16 the preditions of Faddeev/AGS and the DWIA-full
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FIG. 13: (Color online) Cross setion for the breakup
11
Be(p,pn) at 200 MeV.
approah inluding in both alulations the orrespond-
ing multiple sattering terms up to seond order. As
explained before the DWIA-full approah provides an in-
omplete series in all orders, thought in rst order the
eets of the missing term are negleagible at high ener-
gies as shown in Figs. 1113.
The Faddeev/AGS (solid line) results inlude all the
single and double sattering terms shown in Figs 12.
The DWIA-full assumes that the ontribution of the sat-
tering between the proton and the neutron is dominant
and therefore the single sattering ontribution due to
the sattering of the proton from the
10
Be ore is ne-
gleted. The irles inlude the rst and seond order
diagrams originated from the distortions in the exit han-
nel represented in Fig. 5, and the dashed urve inludes,
in addition, the seond order diagrams originated from
the distortion in the inoming hannel represented in
Fig. 6. The DWIA-full results to seond order (dashed
line) provide a poor approximation to the Faddeev/AGS
at 38.4 MeV in any onguration. As the energy inreases
DWIA-full approahes the exat result. However one
should keep in mind that DWIA-standard alulations
assume further approximations as disussed in Set. III.
In Figs. 9 and 1113 we show that in the high en-
ergy regime PWIA approahes the exat result at least in
some suitable breakup ongurations. Therefore, in this
energy regime, in order to get a reliable predition of the
breakup observables in quasi free sattering, we advoate
that a better approah is to work with the PWIA sat-
tering framework within suitably hosen ongurations
rather than in DWIA where unontrolable approxima-
tions are made. On the ontrary, in PWIA the fatoriza-
tion is exat and the transition amplitude for the sat-
tering between the inident and knoked partile is on
the energy shell in the weak binding limit of the knoked
partile.
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Be(p,pn) at 38.4 MeV.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
We have alulated the breakup ross setion for
11
Be
breakup from protons at 38.4, 100 and 200 MeV/u. Quasi
free sattering onditions are onsidered in dierent on-
gurations for the emitted neutron. The Faddeev/AGS
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FIG. 16: (Color online) Cross setion for the breakup
11
Be(p,pn) at 200 MeV.
7formalism is used to show that at these energies the mul-
tiple sattering expansion has onverged at the seond
order. We have also shown that at high inident energies
the single sattering (PWIA) approahes the full alu-
lation in some suitable ongurations, namely when the
neutron is not emitted at forward angles. We have also
shown that the DWIA-full sattering framework provides
a poor approximation of the Faddeev/AGS formalism at
low energies, but approahes it at high energies. How-
ever sine standard appliations make further use of un-
ontrolable approximations suh as the fatorization and
on-shell approximations, one advoates that at these high
energies it is adviseable to use the exat approah or in-
stead the PWIA in suitable ongurations.
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